ACCESS TO CYRACOM
INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE LINE

Interpretation for ALL foreign languages EXCEPT Spanish
(Spanish interpreters are available through ServiceHub found on the hospital Intranet under hospital departments – Interpreter Services)

- Keeping HIPAA/Patient Confidentiality rights in mind, select a phone line available to you.
- Call 1-800-481-3293 and use account number 501015152.
- In about 10 seconds, you will be prompted to enter your pin
- The pin for the ACC Internal Medicine Clinic is 0017.

Please keep in mind that this pin number is only valid in this clinic.

For Burmese or Karen languages call Deaf Talk at 866 237-0173 with pin code 27501.

If you have any questions regarding the CyraCom System, contact Myriam Peereboom at 966-4623 or mpeerebo@unch.unc.edu.